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Assurance of Salvation

Part 58

Self-Denial 

> and HATE <

"Hate" and  "Denial"
A part of "following Jesus"?

And [Jesus] said to them all, 

"If anyone wants to come after me, 
he must deny himself and take up his 

cross every day and follow me. " 
Luke 9:23 (LEB)  

"If anyone comes to me and does not hate

his own father and mother 
and wife and children 

and brothers and sisters, 

and furthermore, even his own life, 
he cannot be my disciple. 

Whoever does not 
carry his own cross and follow me

cannot be my disciple." 
Luke 14:26-27 (LEB)  Surely Jesus 

doesn't mean 
that!!

Newsact11 (CC-BY-SA-3.0)

QUESTION: Does he mean that?

ANSWER:

• Yes he does.

• He isn't exaggerating.

And don’t forget 

the "even your own life" part! ** HE DID! **

"But I thought Jesus 
told us to love
everybody!"

And he hasn't changed his mind!
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He answered: … "Love your neighbor as 

yourself."

Luke 10:27b (NIV) 

"But I say to you, love your enemies and 

pray for those who persecute you, …"
Matthew 5:44 (LEB)  

** Even your enemies! **
BUT I CAN'T DO BOTH

LOVE AND HATE!

HOW??

Yes you can!

I’m glad you 

asked!

That word makes all the difference!

• The rest of the passage helps us to 
determine how the word is being used.

• That's why we need to pay attention to the 

verses that come before and come after.

The KEY is this: Learn the 

word "CONTEXT"
"CONTEXT"

Some Scripture passages show us: 

the absolute standard
of values by which we 

must live:

"Love NOT Hate"

"CONTEXT"

Other Scripture passages show us: 

the relative comparison
between different values 

and obligations:

"Love AND Hate"

Examples of
THE ABSOLUTE STANDARD

• In these examples… 

LOVE & HATE: 
– You cannot do both!
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LOVE not HATE

"You have heard that it was said, 'Love your 

neighbor' and 'Hate your enemy.'

But I say to you, love your enemies and 

pray for those who persecute you, in order 
that you may be sons of your Father who 

is in heaven, …
Matthew 5:43-45a (LEB)  

In this CONTEXT: HATE is always SIN!

LOVE not HATE

[Jesus'] answer was: “‘You must love the Lord 
your God with all your heart, and with all your 

soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the great 
first commandment. 

The second, which is like it, is this — ‘You must 
love your neighbor as you love yourself.’ 

On these two commandments hang all the Law 

and the prophets.”   
Matthew 22:37-40 (OEB)  

In this CONTEXT: HATE is always SIN!

LOVE not HATE

"But I tell you who hear me: Love your 

enemies, do good to those who hate you, 
bless those who curse you, pray for those 

who mistreat you. 
Luke 6:27-28 (NIV)  

In this CONTEXT: HATE is always SIN!

In all of these instances…

If you hate:

• You are living in sin. 

• You are NOT following Jesus.

• You need to repent.

WHY
A RELATIVE COMPARISON?

• There are many situations in which we 

must choose between conflicting values.

– Jesus vs. family

– God vs. possessions

– "Kingdom of God" vs. "our own kingdom"

– Obeying God vs. doing religious activities

– Etc.

– Jesus vs. family

– God vs. possessions

– "Kingdom of God" vs. "our own kingdom"

– Obeying God vs. doing religious activities

– Etc.

WHY
A RELATIVE COMPARISON?

• Values don't always conflict. When they 

do, we must choose the greater value.
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WHY
A RELATIVE COMPARISON?

• When we do this, we are said to…

– "LOVE" the value we CHOOSE

and

– "HATE" the value we DON'T CHOOSE

Examples of
A RELATIVE COMPARISON

• In these examples… 

LOVE & HATE: 
– You MUST do both!

LOVE and HATE:

People (including ourselves) vs. Jesus

"If anyone comes to me and does not hate

his own father and mother and wife and 
children and brothers and sisters, and 

furthermore, even his own life, 

he cannot be my disciple. 
Luke 14:26 (LEB)

In this CONTEXT: HATE is a RIGHTEOUS act!

We must choose Jesus over people.

LOVE and HATE:

Possessions vs. God

"No servant can serve two masters. Either 

he will hate the one and love the other, or 
he will be devoted to the one and despise 

the other. 

You cannot serve both God and Money." 
Luke 16:13 (NIV)

In this CONTEXT: HATE is a RIGHTEOUS act!

We must choose God over possessions.

In all of these instances…

If you hate:

• You have godly conduct. 

• You ARE following Jesus.

• "LOVE FOR NEIGHBOR" is still there! *

– But you are pursuing your GREATEST LOVE.

* (You are NOT going against the "absolute standard" verses.)

(perhaps we should emphasize this)

If you hate in this way:

– You are NOT going against the "absolute 
standard" verses about love for neighbor.

RATHER:

– You are admitting that the "first greatest 
command" takes precedence over the 
"second greatest command."
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Godly "HATE for self" occurs…

• When we choose God and people over 

ourselves.

• When God's glory and our neighbor's 
good are more important to us than 

personal interests.

** This is also called "SELF DENIAL"! **
(More about this next week.)

Other examples could be given, 
but these should suffice… 

to teach us an important lesson:

JESUS WASN'T JOKING 

(or exaggerating) 
WHEN HE USED THE WORD

"HATE"!

YOUR MISSION: "DO"

• Go and HATE (and DENY) yourself …

in a godly way!

Then…

REJOICE IN THE CONSEQUENCES!

YOUR MISSION: "Rejoice"

WHY?     Because:

• The sinful type of HATE (if present) …

will go away!

• Your LOVE for God and neighbor will 

become obvious …

to all but the most spiritually 

blind of people!
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